
Definitions of Wisdom

The Nature of the Soul by Lucille Cedercrans, Lesson 6  

Where the quality of a relationship is characterized by Divine Love, there is 

perfect understanding, and where there is perfect understanding, there is 

perfect application of knowledge.  Wisdom is the ability to put concrete 

knowledge into intelligent activity, the knowing how to apply that which you 

know to the highest good of all concerned.

Divine Love-Wisdom, in this stage of development, we understand as describing 

a Divine Relationship in which there is Divine understanding resulting in Divine 

Activity.

The Nature of the Soul by Lucille Cedercrans, Lesson 26

 The Wisdom is not religion, though it is applicable to it; it is not education, nor 

science, nor psychology, nor healing, nor government, etc., though it is 

applicable to, and within, all of these.   It is, then a profession in itself, which will, 

when adequately developed, express itself in many specialized aspects.

Its purpose will be to synthesize , through its magnetic quality of Light, the 

consciousness of the many into a One, i.e., to attract, relate, and integrate the 

separative consciousness of human beings into a living totality of One Humanity.

Its immediate goal is to awaken the “body receptive” to it so that it can be 

given birth within the world of affairs as a recognized profession.

Lesson 40, The Nature of the Soul by Lucille Cedercrans

Wisdom is more than knowledge. It is more than the contemplation of Truth. 

Wisdom is “Love in Action,” the application of all that is known for the love of 

humanity.

In the Hall of Wisdom, the student becomes the accepted disciple.  His school 

now becomes the school of service, the new school for humanity, and his 

teacher is The Christ.  His heart is filled to overflowing with the love Christ knows 

for humankind; and as it spills out into the world, it brings healing, life and 



restoration to an ailing humanity.   Such a one becomes the custodian of the Law 

of Grace, wielding that law with an exactitude which surpasses even the 

exacting nature of karma.


